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Programme Outcomes 

Programme Outcome: B.A Honours 

a) Students graduating through B.A. HonsProgramme from this college are expected 

develop an analytical skill which will enablethem to solve the problem related issues that he 

faces in next level of studies. 

b) Students, although at the initial stage after getting admission faces difficulty in their 

language skill, but when they pass the programme, they are expected to become pretty able 

to communicate their understanding in the subject. 

c) Students of this programmewill become capable to ask questions, critically appreciate a 

scholarly presentation of any form and debate upon the issues which invite cross 

discussions. 

d) Students graduating from this college in this programme become able to relate the social 

and national issues to what they have learnt from their books and in the classroom 

situations. 

e) Project work and field study give them an experience to learn by themselves and 

experiment with the theoretical knowledge that they were given within the four wall of the 

classroom. 

f) Students completing the programme become confident in the sense that they feel they 

are employable. 

g) This college trains the students to undertake primary level of research work and thus they 

become motivated for advanced research when they go for higher studies. 

h) The programmeinstilmong the students the greater values of life to become worthy 

citizen of the country. 

Programme Outcome: B.Sc. Honours 

a) Students pass out this programme become adept in hands-on activities. 

b) Students get conversant with different recent trends of scientific works happening in and 

around. 

c) Students become workable force and thus if they want they can opt for job and/or such 

training courses. 

d) Students become highly cognizant of the expansion of the learning in their respective 

field which enables them to get admitted to the premier institutes of the country. 

e) An aptitude to research is also stimulated in the minds of this budding generation which 

prompts them to take up some projects in good laboratories of the country after 



completing the programme. 

f) Students ripen their investigative proficiency so that they can open up the entrances of 

the future knowledge world. 

g) One most significant outcome of the programme is the inculcation of higher values of life 

among the learners that enable them to face any hazard of the future life. 

Programme Outcome: M.A. Courses 

a) Students progressing through M.A. Programme from this institution mature themselves 

for a systematic and critical study of the things that enhances their capability to answer and 

explain the difficult arguments that they face in next level of studies. 

b) Interactive aptitude is boosted up as an outcome of this programme and a student 

becomes competent enough to present his own views independently. 

c) This programme makes it learners accomplished to judgementally appreciate an 

academic demonstration of any sort. 

d) This programme also inspires the students from to actively participate in different socio-

economic-cultural activities of which they have been theoretically taught in classroom 

situation. 

e) Project work and field study provide them with an encouragement for self-learning. 

f) Students passing out from this programme turn out to be employable. 

g) This programme further motivates the students to commence systematic and structured 

research in several and unexplored arena of knowledge. 

h) The most significant outcome of the programme is that the students imbibe greater 

values of life when they pass out from here. 

Programme Outcome: M.Sc. 

a) One of the important outcomes of this programme is the exposure of the students to the 

recent advances that the world is doing in the related fields. 

b) This programme also enables its learners to come across with different practical 

applications of their theoretical study. 

c) These programmes further enable the students to be employable in any allied sector. 

d) Project work and field study provide them with an encouragement for self-learning. 

e) Research Motivation is also another significant outcome that the students are endowed 

with on the completion of the programme. 

f) Most importantly, the programme inculcate among the students the higher values of life 

which enable them stand amidst the odds of the life with a strong characteristic feature. 

Programme Outcome: M.Phil. 

a) This Programme provides the learners to get acquainted with the research scope available 



in their area of specializations. 

c) They become able in computational techniques which assist them to make their research 

modern and smooth. 

b) The students of this programme are also expected to be able to dentify the research 

problems in their subjects. 

d) They are also expected to know the higher standard of courses that will enable them to 

excel in research work. 

e) Alongwith pursuing research programme they also become conversant with the value 

system of this institution that helps one to develop the high ethical standard which is also 

mandatory in any research work. 

Programme Outcome: Ph.D. 

a) All researchers are oriented to develop the capacity to become innovative in his research 

work. 

b) Researchers are also expected to find out their research problems in such a way that their 

work becomes socially viable. 

c) Researchers are expected to deploy different modern techniques including digital ones to 

make the research a high quality one. 

d) All researchers are also expected to maintain a high ethical standard so that their 

researchers can contribute to the development of an individual and the country as well. 


